
 

 
 

 

 

 

RICERCHE PARTNER 

dalla rete Enterprise Europe Network  
 

A Polish company specialised in automation, electrical engineering and industrial IT is looking for 

suppliers of hydrogen technologies (Ref: TRPL20220426026) 

A Polish company specialised in automation, electrical engineering and industrial IT is looking for 

suppliers of hydrogen technologies. The company is interested both in implementation and 

development of existing technologies on the basis of R&D cooperation. 

*** 

Seeking Consortium or Partners for HORIZON-CL4-2024-DATA-01-01: AI-driven data operations 

and compliance technologies. Expertise on System Integrator, Privacy/anonymity and other 

rights, AI/ML expert  (Ref: RDRTR20231129013) 

Founded in 2000, we focus on providing digital solutions and services to ensure its customers get the best 

possible return on software and technology investments, especially for SAP®. Our company can contribute 

to the system integration and security of AI systems to be realized within the scope of this call in the 

following steps. We can take a role in the call as: System Integrator, Privacy/anonymity and other rights, 

AI/ML expert  

*** 

URGENT: A Dutch medtech company is looking for additional Eurostars partners in the field of 

(fiber) laser technology, preferably for natural or synthetic polymers (Ref: RDRNL20240116015) 

In addition to the RDRNL20231215006 profile a Dutch medtech start-up is looking for additional 

partners for a Eurostars application to improve a new food-based (hydrogel) gastric balloon. The 

additional partners should be active in (fiber) laser technology, preferably for natural or synthetic 

polymers and/or simulation of peristalsis of the gastrointestinal system. Proposal submission for the 

6th call of the Eurostars-3 program, deadline is 14 March 2024. A research cooperation is foreseen. 

*** 

EUROSTARS: European SMEs needed for a project about tele-rehabilitation accessible for 

professionals and patients with visual impairments (Ref: RDRES20240112003) 

A Spanish research organisation and an SME are drafting an Eurostars project proposal to develop 

a new tele-rehabilitation service accessible to both patients and professionals with visual 

impairments. The project would develop new specific features for the telecare platform to users 

with visual impairments. They look for additional SMEs from any European country, except Spain, 

with experience in user validation... 
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A French company, specialized in plastic body pannels and modules for the automotive industry, 

is looking to join a consortium for Horizon Europe call as industrial use case or innovation 

partner.HORIZON-CL4-2024-TWIN-TRANSITION-01-05-Technologies/solution 

(Ref :RDRFR20240115012) 

 

The Intelligent Exterior System division of a major player in the automobile sector proposes 

collaboration in the frame of European projects on industry 4.0, green materials, eco-design for 

plastic recycling, new technologies integration, smart plastics… Depending on project topics: they 

can be whether an industrial use case whether a partner for project in Research, Development and 

Innovation. 

*** 

Consortium Search for HORIZON-CL5-2024-D5-01-05 Call (Ref: RDRTR20240111010)  

The company proposes a “Software Defined Vehicle Application Development Platform (MobiLib 

Platform)” which simplify in-vehicle signals by pre-processing and bring them to vehicle-

independent development platform which provide a virtual interface/workspace with useful 

toolboxes and open-source libraries specifically designed for mobility applications. 

*** 

Consortium and partners search for HORIZON-CL4-2024-DIGITAL EMERGING- 01-54, DIGITAL 

EMERGING-01-55 or DIGITAL-HUMAN-01-07 calls (Ref : RDRFR20231221020) 

French SME specialising in micromanipulation is looking for research partners to take on new 

challenges in areas covered by the Horizon Europe Cluster 4 Topics framework. Spin-off from a 

research laboratory over 10 years ago, the company is now established as an industrial actor on a 

European scale. With know-how ranging from the design to the integration and automation of 

modular, scalable robotic platforms, the company is able to offer a tailored response to both 

research and industrial needs. 

*** 

Spanish research group specialized in soil and water bioremediation strategies is looking for an expertise 

partner in water treatment plants or desalination plants interested in the bioremediation of saline waters 

to apply to HORIZON-CL6-2024-CircBio-01-10  (Ref: RDRES20231212013) 

This is a circular economy-based project aiming at the isolation and characterization of new 

extremophilic microorganisms/strains from aquatic ecosystems, with potential applications in soil 

and water bioremediation strategies and as cell factories to produce nanoparticles (NPs) and 

biomolecules (enzymes, proteins, carotenoids, exopolysacharides antibiotics and 

polyhydroxyalkanoates) which are currently highly marketed. 
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Per segnalarci il profilo di vs interesse, compilare questo modulo oppure   

contattateci  

all’indirizzo alps.europa@ge.camcom.it  

anche per approfondimenti o ulteriori ricerche  
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